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Zulfi Bukhari Outstanding Service Celebrated with a Portrait 
Zulfi Bukhari´s outstanding achievemen

London, 13.02.2021, 23:38 Time

USPA NEWS - Zulfi Bukhari´s Outstanding Service Celebrated with a Portrait 

Prime Minister Imran Khan´s Special Assistant Zulfi Bukhari´s outstanding service to Pakistan was acknowledged with a
commissioned portrait. Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare campaigner said, We the overseas
Pakistani community regardless of our personal or political differences are always united and support any patriotic Pakistani in
Pakistan, regardless of their political affiliation or from which province of Pakistan they may belong. As long as the said individual is a
true patriot and puts Pakistan and the people of the nation first and foremost.

The sincere intention and dedication for the welfare of Pakistan our ancestral homeland is over and above any political affiliations.
Sayed Zulfikar Bukhari is one of those overseas patriotic Pakistanis who has sacrificed an outstanding and privileged life in the United
Kingdom, in order to return to his ancestral motherland Pakistan to help make Pakistan a great successful and prosperous nation on
the world stage. 
Since Zulfi Bukhari was appointed over two years ago as the Minister of State and Special Assistant for Overseas Pakistanis and
Human Resource Development, he has worked tirelessly and achieved phenomenal success nationally and internationally for
Pakistan. Zulfi Bukhari´s outstanding achievement and service to Pakistan and the overseas Pakistani community, has won him the
hearts and minds of the patriotic Pakistanis in Pakistan and all over the world. Especially the fact that Zulfi Bukhari has refused to take
any salary for his dedicated full-time commitment and service to Pakistan. 

The Prime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan sincerely appreciates and values one of his most trusted lieutenants Zulfi Bukhari and
sees him as a great asset of Pakistan. Zulfi Bukhari has become an outstanding role model for the Pakistani overseas community. Not
only has Zulfi Bukhari worked with utmost dedication to encourage the overseas Pakistanis and the international companies to invest
in Pakistan, but he is also encouraging the overseas Pakistani community to get involved in their ancestral motherland Pakistan
politics, in order to continue to build and take the great nation to paramount heights. 

Shazada Hayat went on to say, the overseas Pakistani community throughout history have been the economic backbone of Pakistan
and will continue to help and support the Pakistani nation at every opportunity. 
Photo: Shazada Hayat and Nasir Javed present a commissioned portrait to Zulfi Bukhari for his outstanding achievement and service
to Pakistan and the overseas Pakistani community 
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